
Oil

Monday, the recovery continued on the international oil market, after prices had dropped to the lowest level in half a year during last 
week. The increase was attributed to positive economic data from both China and the US, which spurred some hope about global 
demand, where concerns have otherwise been high recently due to the fears of a new global recession. The Brent front month contract 
closed yesterday at 95,65 USD/bbl and opens sideways Tuesday.

Gas
On the gas market, we saw a bearish opening to the week yesterday. The market feels confident that storage facilities will be well full 
across the continent by late autumn, as is the target from the EU. However, as flows from Russia remains diminished, there are none-
theless so many fears concerning supply during winter, that the market remains elevated. 

Coal
On the European coal market, we saw a turnaround yesterday, where prices climbed following a long period of losses during the previ-
ous weeks. The market has edged down due to high stock levels and low demand, but the EU’s ban on Russian coal does provide some 
bullish support, as the market obviously has no idea, for how long supply from Russia will be out of the picture. 

Carbon
It is not a surprise, that the European carbon market has stabilized a bit now following the fluctuations is experienced earlier during the 
summer. The benchmark contract is now back within its trading range at 80-90 EUR/t, closing Monday at 83,81 EUR/t. We expect the 
market to continue the largely sideways trading today as well. 

Hydro
Expected precipitation in the Nordic area during the forthcoming ten days is just around seasonal average. The remainder of this week 
looks quite dry, but rainfall is set to increase from early next week. Temperatures are set to remain high for the remainder of this week, 
before the level is set to decrease a bit from early next week, when a low pressure will start dominating.

Germany
German power prices moved more or less sideways yesterday, on a day without any further price jumps on the gas market. The coun-
try’s 2023 contract does however remain at an all-time high, having broken above 400 EUR/MWh last week and closing yesterday at 
405,60 EUR/MWh. The first signals today point towards a downwards correction.

Equities
Yesterday, the week opened with a positive sentiment on the European stock markets, which rebounded following the rather unexpect-
ed losses Friday. The market still focused on the strong US job report from Friday, with the US markets edging further down later in the 
day. The first signals from Asia early Tuesday are rather mixed. 

Conclusion

The Nordic power market opened bullishly Monday, before we saw a downwards correction on the short end of the curve later in the 
day. The Q4-22 contract fell to 250,00 EUR/MWh, while the 2023 contract extended the record highs and closed at 158,50 EUR/MWh. 
The market appears ready for a downturn early Tuesday in response to a wetter outlook than yesterday and concurrent losses on the 
German power market.
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07-aug 214,93 214,93 32,13 32,13 40,99 212,05 52,36 September 355,50 355,50 164,10 264,75 225,75 227,25 157,25

08-aug 359,55 359,55 250,11 280,02 481,12 274,11 236,24 Q4-22 427,00 433,00 254,75 360,18 307,50 320,00 250,00

09-aug 344,87 344,87 252,77 301,12 298,62 269,37 207,53 2023 318,25 321,25 166,50 270,50 182,00 208,50 158,50


